Greetings Dear Ones, I Am Metatron and I have returned today with
Peter, to continue this Discourse that encompasses a clearer
understanding of the Adam Kadmon. But more than that, I am going to
share with you the direct environmental spheres to be able to Attune and
Activate the DNA Encodements of the Adam Kadmon Seed! And this I
tell you is where the Narayana Joy Akasha Sanctuaries will play an even
greater part than discussed to date!
I wish to share this with you Dear Souls, not to add to your present
confusions, but to offer you a wider perspective in ‘Touching’ the
potentials of the Attainments and Goals of what the Elemental Grace
Alliance is all about! For without these deeper understandings and the
expanded dynamics of this information, how can one expand their present
perceptions closer to the Truth and the Universal Realities around you?
“I Am not going into the depths of explanations of what I Am about
to share, for this will come later once the Radiation Centres are up and
running. However, this statement does not mean that within the
preparations now in process, for the Development and Creation of the
Foundational Pyramidal Patterns of Light, that shall become the very
Structures for such Centres, are not important!
“The Truth is, each Evolutionary Stage of any particular world has a
series of Pyramidal Structures of Light, that act like Dynamos and
Transformers for the Radiation of Centripetal Life Force to be Radiated
outwardly to other Pyramidal Structures of like Nature and Purpose so

that the Grids can be built all around the Entire Evolutionary World or
Universe.
“This is now being Proposed for the Elemental Grace Alliance for the
purpose of moving into its next Levels of Creation. To pass through the
present levels of human consciousness, we need to move beyond this
present 3rd dimensional state of awareness into the next Level of Multidimensional Awareness and Creational Abilities! This makes sense does it
not? This is done through the Creation of more Powerful Pyramids of
Love and Light Energetic Forcefields!
“So the New Narayana Joy Akasha Sanctuaries are being offered these
Newly Constructed Pyramids of Light which shall be programmed
through the Great Central Sun so that all those who Work within them
shall be able to be in constant communication with Higher Realms,
Evolutionary Intelligences of All Levels and Dimensions. Remember, we
spoke of the Adam Kadmon, who shall not only Work with those of this
world but will Work in multiple ways with other Worlds and Universes
for they shall not be limited just to this world.
“More than this, for the cleaning up of this planet and the
recalibrations of the present disparities within humanity, not everything is
a clear and simple act of benevolence, for it will take a great deal of
Understanding and Higher Awareness to make the right choices. And
human consciousness as it stands today, just does not have that awareness.
So these direct links into Higher Intelligence shall be a ‘must’ for this to
be successful in the shortest period of time!
“What I Am telling you here is, that every one of these Pyramids alone
with each New Member of the Adam Kadmon Man and Woman, will
show that Universal Mind is Omnipresent, Omnipotent and Omniscient
in All of Creation and not just limited to a single world! It will
demonstrate how, through the experiential use of it, just how fluid Divine
Consciousness Is, in Every Level of Dimensional Flow.
“These Pyramidal Structures will do more than that, they will show
just how Pure Consciousness is the Principle Constant within The Adam
Kadmon Man and Woman, just as it is with All Higher Beings of God
Intelligence and All of God’s Creations!
“As these Pyramidal Structures are developed into their Greater
Capacities and are Fully Operational, and enough are set up around the
world, they will become receiving Stations or Centres of all sorts of data
and knowledge that will inform the Directors and Councils of such
Temples as to the State of All Levels of Consciousness and needs for each

one! This shall include the complete range of Life Strata’s, and
Dimensional Fields, such as micro organisms, minerals, metals, all
elements, ecosystems, biomes, geological and evolutionary information.
“They will replace and become, the new Pyramidal Energy Temples
within this Earth Realm and Universe that are presently Streaming the
State of the Human Consciousness and Planet in all aspects of Energy
Grids both in balance and imbalance. The Evolution of Mankind is now
at a place in time, ready to take on far Greater Responsibility, in taking
Full Control of an Evolving Universe Themselves! And these New
Radiating Centres shall be the turning points for this to happen! Once
they are in Place and Operational they shall make the existing Pyramids
around the World redundant replacing them in all aspects of Their
previous Designs!
“Therefore before Human Consciousness and indeed Intelligence can
do this, they must first be Initiated into these Pyramidal Radiation
Centres of Light before they can advance to the next levels of Evolution,
or what I call the next ‘Time Cell’ upon planet Earth! These Initiations
will clearly demonstrate that humanity is a very dynamic Partner in CoOperation, Co-Participation and Co-Creation with other Star Systems in
this Universe and beyond!
“Humanity therefore, or at the very least, the Members of the New
Adam Kadmon Race, must soon be Fully Educated in the Presence and
Activation of The Merkabah which shall be one of the Key Factors in
moving into these New Realms of Star Seed Creation! These Vehicles of
Light shall make up a Greater Part of these New Narayana Joy Akasha
Sanctuaries, which shall be placed Strategically around the world. These
Centres and Pyramids of Light shall all receive Capstones of Light that
will be the Activators for these Fields of Advanced Consciousness. Just
like the Capstone of Jericho that you and your colleagues placed over the
Great Pyramid of Giza Peter, back in 2007!
“Can you now begin to understand why the original Physical Capstone
over the Great Pyramid of Giza was never allowed to be placed in
position? It was never placed there because even those advanced Souls
were not ready to Hold the Power that these shall bring to humanity!
Mystery Solved! The Capstone of Jericho, as We called it, was placed in
Light as the prelude for greater things to come. This had to be placed in
position back then, for the Planetary Energies of Light to Increase
incrementally until now, in Frequency, before the New Pyramidal Light
Temples could be Created and Built!

“We won’t say ‘Made Manifest’ just yet, for first there must be an
Electro/Magnetic Light Pattern constructed and held in place with
Concentrations and Focus by the Adam Kadmon Members of these New
Temples. Then and only then, once the Patterns are Consecrated by the
Powers of Love and Light from within, can they be ‘Made Manifest’ by
the Devas and Angelic Host! Yes, the formula is the same for all Creation.
The Desire to Create, (Human in this case), The Pattern of that Desire
(The Elementals) and the Filling in of the Love Substance to make it
manifest! (The Devas and Angelic Host).
“These New Capstones of Light, shall hold the Power to be able,
through the Adam Kadmon, to Evolve Humanity through the CoOperation, Co-Participation and Co-Creation with the Higher
Intelligences of The Mother’s Love and Father’s Light. Each Pyramid
shall have its own Light Frequency, dependant upon the Directors and
Forcefield Attractors and Councils of each Centre, Enveloped and
Shrouded by One of the Pyramidal Light Structures. Through these
Vibrational Light Codes of the Pyramids and Capstones, The Adam
Kadmon, will then be able to breakdown and dissolve old conscious, and
matter constructs, which is what the Elemental Grace Alliance is
Proposing.
“So you see Peter, this is why you have not been able to do anything
of any benefit just yet. The platforms, or the ‘Rocks’ from which to build
your Temples are not yet in place, and so patience remains the Guiding
Light for now! It is more important at this time, to review all that you
have experienced, been exposed to and informed about in the past,
regarding this work and to then bring it all into this now moment for a
more concentrated execution toward the Greater Goal!
“My aim in this Part 2, has been to bring to your awareness the facts
that present day, conscious and matter constructs of humanity, are now
well on their way to breaking down. They are in many ways automatically
moving into the next Level of Evolution, through the use of New
Geometrical Light Patterns that will support the New Consciousness of
the Adam Kadmon Race. You are entering a New ‘Time Cell’ of
awareness, a New Cosmic Flow of Light Particles that will wash away, bit
by bit, the old framework of Geometric Light Patterns that previously
supported the old human consciousness. As these old Grids fade and
dissolve, as they continue to be washed with these Highly Charged
Photon Particles, new information and new technologies will begin to
surface. Old patterns of belief and programming’s will decay and fall away

with them and the Electrons of Light shall become cleaner and more
stable.
“ Peter, and Dear Disciples of the New Golden Age, the search has
began for the New Luminaries that will lead and teach the masses, but
first these New Pyramidal Light Centres must come into Creation. First
One; then others will be able to follow in close succession!
“As I come to the close of this Part 2, I wish to finish on this note of
clarity! The Evolution of mankind, of the human body of Creation into
the Realms of Higher Intelligence must Command a Greater Awareness
and deeper understanding of the processes involved. They MUST,
recognize that they cannot do this alone and need all the help they can get
by garnering and drawing unto themselves as many of the Higher
Intelligences as they can, in close communication. As the Elemental Grace
Alliance states on many occasions, this is not an evolution of individuals
any more. It is not a journey of individuality, for the personality cannot
exist within the next ‘Time Cell’!
“Only the Impersonality of The Life in The Universal Expression of
God can go forward! It is the only way that humanity can Evolve beyond
this point! Therefore to this end the physical bodies of mankind MUST
be Initiated into the Realms of Light, and if you are intending to become
a New Disciple within the New Narayana Joy Akasha Sanctuaries, then
such requirements have, and continue to be placed before you for your
own Impersonal Love in Action choices!
“The Initiations and Attunements into the Realms of Higher Light
Frequencies are the only ways one can fully embody the Over Lighting
Body of the Light of the I Am Presence. Once Man and Woman has gone
beyond their physiological limitations of self, and the desires are only to
Serve Humanity for the Greatest Good of All Concerned for the CoCreation with God, then and only then, can he or she be Gifted with the
New ‘Garment of Shaddai’, the Garment of the New Adam Kadmon!
“Once again Dear Souls I have brought to the table a great deal of
information, and so I shall step back again and shall ask Peter to
reconvene at his next opportunity and We can follow on with this
Discourse as Part 3. I have not touched upon any of the complexities
regarding these matters raised, for this is not the place or time. But it will,
I Am Sure, help to open the Minds and Hearts of The Souls now ready
to take the next leaps of Faith into these unknown territories of the
human mind and Planetary Evolutionary Processes.

“I Am Metatron and await your call Peter for the next
Communication Opportunity!”

